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ZF Commercial Vehicle Solutions: On Track to be
Global #1
•

•

•

ZF is on course to launch its new division for commercial
vehicles, combining ZF’s Commercial Vehicle Technology and
Commercial Vehicle Control Systems Divisions from January
1, 2022.
Wilhelm Rehm, Member of the ZF Board of Management,
appointed to lead new Commercial Vehicle Solutions Division
world-wide.
Key divisional leadership appointments also announced.

Friedrichshafen, Germany. ZF has today appointed Wilhelm Rehm
to head its forthcoming new Commercial Vehicle Solutions Division.
Rehm, Member of the ZF Board of Management, oversees the
commercial vehicle business in addition to industrial technology
and materials management. Powerfully combining the technology
expertise and capabilities of ZF, the new Commercial Vehicle
Solutions Division will have the scale and resources to further
accelerate ZF’s ambitious commercial vehicle growth strategy
world-wide.
Rehm has held a Board of Management position since 2012. His
appointment to lead the new division, and spearhead a leadership team
selected from both Divisions, provides strong continuity in ZF’s Group’s
structure. With this advance, the company will further build on its
current position as the world’s biggest technology component and
systems supplier to the commercial vehicle sector.
“ZF’s Commercial Vehicle Solutions Division, on schedule to launch
January 1, 2022, will be uniquely positioned to support the ambitions of
truck, bus, coach and trailer OEMs, as well as fleets, world-wide,”
explained Rehm. “With well-defined strategies to mobilize commercial
vehicle intelligence, the Commercial Vehicle Solutions Division will be
structured to maintain close proximity to customers in every region,”
explained Rehm. “We believe this approach, combined with the breadth
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and depth of capability we can bring to innovate, supply and integrate
onboard systems and technology, will offer new levels of benefit and
value-enhancing synergies for customers.”
“Bringing together ZF’s expertise and capabilities, the Commercial
Vehicle Solutions Division will further build on our combined technology
successes. This includes the recent launch of OnGuardMAX, our most
advanced autonomous emergency braking assistance system and ZF's
first complete ‘in-house’ system integrating camera, radar, ECU and
actuation for commercial vehicles. In line with ZF’s ‘Next Generation
Mobility’ strategy, the division will also help ZF leapfrog towards market
leadership in e-mobility, vehicle operating systems, autonomous driving
and digitalization,” added Rehm.
Alongside announcing the Division’s new leadership team, Mr. Rehm
wholeheartedly thanked both leaders of ZF’s commercial vehicle
divisions who strongly supported the acquisition’s strategic logic and
integration efforts. Andreas Moser, who led ZF’s Commercial Vehicle
Division as Executive Vice President was appointed to lead ZF’s Division
Industrial Technology from April his year. Fredrik Staedtler, Executive
Vice President of the Commercial Vehicle Control Systems Division, has
elected to leave ZF for personal reasons and by mutual best agreement.
Key Appointments
Within the leadership team for ZF’s new Commercial Vehicle Solutions
Division, the following lead roles and regional customer business
specificities have also been announced:
R&D and Systems Solutions: Dr. Christian Brenneke
EMEA: Nick Rens and Kleber Vinhas
APAC: Sujie Yu
The Americas: Julien Plenchette
India: P. Kaniappan
Together, ZF’s current Commercial Vehicle Technology and Control
Systems divisions are supported by approximately 25,000 employees
networked across 61 locations in 28 countries.
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Caption:
ZF has appointed Wilhelm Rehm, Member of the ZF Board of
Management, to lead its forthcoming Commercial Vehicle Solutions
Division which will take effect from January 1, 2022.
Image: ZF

Press contact:
Andreas Veil, Head of External Communications,
phone: +49 7541 77-7925, email: andreas.veil@zf.com
Frank Discher, Commercial Vehicle Technology, Fleet Management
Solutions and Electric Mobility,
phone: +49 7541 77-960770, email: frank.discher@zf.com

About ZF
ZF is a global technology company suppling systems for passenger cars, commercial
vehicles and industrial technology, enabling the next generation of mobility. ZF allows
vehicles to see, think and act. In the four technology domains of Vehicle Motion Control,
Integrated Safety, Automated Driving, and Electric Mobility, ZF offers comprehensive
product and software solutions for established vehicle manufacturers and newly
emerging transport and mobility service providers. ZF electrifies a wide range of vehicle
types. With its products, the company contributes to reducing emissions, protecting the
climate and enhancing safe mobility.
In fiscal year 2020 ZF reported sales of €32.6 billion. The company employs more than
150,000 associates at approximately 270 locations in 42 countries.
For further press information and photos, please visit: www.zf.com
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